Abstract-The majority of production-grade IEEE 802.11-based wireless LANs operate in the infrastructure mode, where a set of access points provide the entry points for mobile stations to connect to the Internet. However, in many scenarios such as emergency response and impromptu meetings, the ad hoc mode is a better architectural choice because it is selfsufficient, can be set up on demand, and does not require any onerous pre-arrangements. This paper describes the design, implementation, and evaluation of a novel file and application sharing system that enables a group of mobile stations that do not have any prior security association and infrastructure support, to form a secure collaboration workspace, and share files and application content instantly with minimal human intervention. More concretely, WShare automatically establishes a peer-to-peer network among the participating mobile stations, and provides a transparent shared file repository through which the mobile stations can securely exchange files with simple drag-and-drop operations. This file sharing application can also be specialized to support the same file beaming service over wireless LAN as that provided by Palm PDAs over infrared links. On the application sharing front, WShare supports a general remote execution mechanism that can synchronize the state of multiple instances of a standard productivity application, such as PowerPoint, Excel, and Word, across different machines. Finally for sharing generic applications, WShare also integrates Virtual Network Computing (VNC) with reliable wireless broadcast to provide a user-interface level sharing mechanism. Performance measurement on the fully operational WShare prototype shows that a collaboration workspace among 5 mobile nodes can be set up within 3.5 seconds.
wireless stations, through an access point. While adequate in many cases, this mode does not work well in situations where an access point infrastructure is not available or connecting to the Internet is not of major concern. Consider a group of users, each with a laptop equipped with an 802.11 network interface card (NIC), gather at a conference room to have a face-to-face meeting. During the meeting, they need to exchange files among themselves, and have access to other collaborative applications. If the wireless LAN infrastructure is absent or overloaded, these users are better off forming an ad hoc network among themselves than relying on a supporting infrastructure.
However, with existing operating system interfaces and utilities, it is non-trivial to set up a secure ad hoc network among a set of wireless stations even with expert network administrators present. Even when such a network can be set up, sharing files is cumbersome, because a file owner has to explicitly export the files to be shared, e.g., through Windows file sharing, so that others can manually connect to his machine and copy the file. Finally, there is no easy way for these users to securely share applications over an ad hoc wireless network for collaborative work. All these barriers prevent wireless LAN from realizing its potential as the network medium of instant infrastructure for collaborative work. Similar problems exist in other application domains, such as the first responder networks for emergency or crisis handling. The goal of the WShare project is to develop an instant collaboration infrastructure that can transparently and efficiently establish a secure collaboration workspace, including network connectivity, file exchange, and application sharing, on wireless ad hoc networks with only minimal user intervention.
For enabling users to exchange files, WShare provides a shared file repository abstraction. Users can deposit files into or remove files from this shared file space, and the set of files currently in the shared file space are accessible to all the participating users. Files in this shared file space are not maintained on any centralized file server, but are fully replicated on all the participating mobile stations with strong consistency guarantees. Moreover, a wireless node that joins an existing group later can immediately access files already present in the repository.
A key design issue of the shared file space is security, more specifically, how to restrict participation in network formation and shared repository access to only authorized wireless stations and prevent malicious tampering of the shared file space. A fundamental problem in securing the network is that of the session key distribution. As WShare is targeted towards a common collaboration scenario where the participants interact face-to-face, the key distribution problem can be greatly simplified. WShare asks the meeting participants to choose a shared key on the spot and enter this key to their WShare application. WShare then uses this key to authenticate one another, establish encrypted broadcast connections among one another, as well as verify the validity of all exchanged packets. Once the shared key is chosen and entered, the ad hoc network and shared file space are automatically constructed. This security approach does not prevent a member from snooping the traffic and deciphering it even after he has left the group. However the participants are mutually trusting during any particular session, and therefore WShare does not need to address the re-keying issue upon member leaving.
Many collaboration sessions require application sharing as well as data sharing. Towards this end, the current WShare prototype supports a general remote execution mechanism, and applies it to synchronize the states of multiple instances of Microsoft's PowerPoint program such that the PowerPoint slide presentations on participating mobile stations are synchronized. Based on the Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) Automation framework, this novel remote execution mechanism can support fine-grained application state synchronization, and can be easily extended to synchronize other Microsoft Office applications such as Word, Excel, and any other OLE-compatible application.
For applications that do not lend themselves to state synchronization, WShare provides a user-interface level application sharing. One of the users runs the original application, and the application windows' image is shared across all member machines using a Virtual Network Computing (VNC) derived mechanism. The original VNC implementation of point-to-point TCP connection between the server and each client becomes inefficient as the group size increases beyond two members. WShare improves the efficiency of this sharing through use of a reliable broadcast mechanism that utilizes the underlying broadcast nature of wireless LAN media. The user-interface level sharing provides a generic mechanism to share any application among a set of mobile users.
As WShare is designed for face-to-face meetings, it does not need to address the multi-hop routing issues. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II outlines past work from both research and commercial communities that is related to WShare. Section III describes the overall software architecture of WShare. The subsequent four sections go into the details of four different aspects of WShare -automatic network setup, reliable broadcast, shared file space construction and maintenance, and application sharing mechanisms. Section VIII presents empirical performance measurements on the fully operational WShare prototype. Section IX summarizes the main research contributions of this work with a brief outline of future extensions of WShare.
II. RELATED WORK
Although many of the individual mechanisms in WShare have been previously explored, the way they are put together in WShare to form an end-to-end collaborative application is novel. This section provides an overview of the past research that relates to these individual mechanisms used by WShare.
While the idea of automatically forming a peer-to-peer network has been explored earlier, most of the attention has been on forming low-level communication network. For example, Palm PDAs can form automatic connection over infrared links, Bluetooth devices can form piconets/scatternets, and 802.11 devices can form ad hoc network with some user intervention. IETF working group zeroconf [1] is working out protocol specifications to enable devices to configure their interfaces, and perform device/service discovery. Unlike all these systems, WShare provides a higher-level infrastructure for face-to-face collaboration. In addition, the network formed by WShare is secured using authentication and encryption.
File Sharing over network can be seen in various contexts. Standard NFS provides a client-server based model for sharing files. In Windows environment, a similar file sharing service is available. All these systems support shared network drives model, i.e. each shared drive/directory needs to be served by some host. This model is not suitable for a peerto-peer conference scenario that WShare works in. WShare replicates shared files across all hosts and does so efficiently by utilizing the inherent broadcast nature of the underlying wireless LANs. xFS [2] is a serverless file system in which cooperating peers provide file system services. Unlike xFS, WShare deals with spontaneous formation of file repository, and perform full replication as opposed to storing data in RAID-style. adhocFS [3] is a file system for mobile users organized around a traditional file system; it uses cooperative caching to enable users to locally access cached copies of the files. adhocFS, however, relies on the home server of the user as the fallback mechanism for accessing the copy of the file, as well as for security key assignment. File Beaming over infrared links is supported by most PDAs. WShare implements a similar user-friendly file beaming capability over 802.11 network and adds security on top of it.
Reliable broadcast has been implemented in various contexts. A comprehensive survey of these mechanisms can be found in [4] and [5] . References [6] and [7] discuss the implementations of MAC layer multicast and group communication for 802.11 wireless LAN. WShare similarly utilizes the broadcast nature of wireless LAN media, and implements a reliable broadcast mechanism at application layer to efficiently share file, application events, and application window updates with the group. Application-level implementation of reliable broadcast avoids the need to modify native operating system or device drivers.
References [8] and [9] focus on supporting one-to-many presentation or telepresentation. In contrast, the infrastructure provided by WShare is fairly extensible to support other applications. Microsoft's NetMeeting [10] also provides collaboration capabilities, but require server infrastructure to support such collaboration. It is also inefficient, as every peer-to-peer communication needs to go through the server. Stanford's iRoom [11] provides infrastructure that can be used for collaborative presentation. The focus of iRoom is however on effective use of large displays for user interactions. iRoom also relies on one of the machines to run infrastructure services, whereas WShare runs in a pure peer-topeer mode. Various versions of VNC have been implemented earlier [12] [13] [14] . WShare integrates Ultr@VNC [14] that incorporates features from various other implementations including single-window VNC functionality. The idea of using VNC for collaboration is similar to the one described in [28] . WShare replaces the network layer of Ultr@VNC to use reliable broadcast mechanism as opposed to unicast for sending application image updates.
References [25] and [29] describe two different systems that enable secure and reliable group communication without the need of a server. Both of these approaches require users to obtain some form of credentials from an authentication server prior to the group communication, and are meant for general, potentially long-distance, group communication. WShare is designed for spontaneous collaboration among a group of users that can interact face-to-face and need not have any such prior credentials. WShare utilizes on this fact to solve the session key establishment problem. Specifically, WShare asks the participants to come up with a session key on the spot, and enter the key into the system. This key is then used for group authentication and message encryption.
One of the related commercial projects is being carried by Green Packet. Their SONbuddy application [15] can automatically detect 802.11 equipped devices in the neighborhood and form a multi-hop ad hoc network. SONbuddy supports personal communication applications including chat, messenger, whiteboard, voice, gaming, and file sharing. The focus of WShare is however to provide a secure collaboration workspace for a conference room setting. The file sharing application in SONbuddy is a peer-to-multipeer file beaming as opposed to a sophisticated shared file space supported by WShare. Similar to WShare, SONbuddy allows building additional applications on top of the base infrastructure.
III. OVERVIEW

A. User View
WShare allows a set of users, each with a laptop and an 802.11 card, to share files and applications in a secure way without prior security association arrangements. WShare is targeted towards a frequently occurring collaboration scenario where participants can interact face to face. Utilizing this fact, WShare requires the group to collectively choose a shared session key at run time, and uses the chosen key for subsequent authentication, privacy and integrity. Once users enter such a key, WShare automatically forms a secure ad hoc network among the users' machines. Moreover, through an authentication check based on the shared key, WShare ensures only the nodes that know the key are allowed to participate in the shared workspace. After the secure network is formed, each user is provided with the interface shown in Fig. 1 .
WShare enables group collaboration through a file and application sharing infrastructure. Participants share files by simply moving the files from their local directory to the shared repository. As soon as a file is put in the shared repository, it is made available to everyone in the group. When the file is modified by one of the users, it is resynchronized on all the user machines in the group. A new user can join the group dynamically and the set of files in the shared file space are immediately accessible to the new user.
WShare also features application sharing mechanisms. Users can run any application in "shared-mode" that allows every user in the group to view/interact with the application on their local machines. For instance, users can execute a shared PowerPoint application that lets all machines in the group to view the synchronized PowerPoint presentation without explicitly pressing the keys on every single machine. Similarly users can run Microsoft Word, Visual C++, and other applications in shared-mode and all members of the group can thus view/interact with the same application. Based on the application, the sharing mechanism can be different; the default mechanism makes it possible to run any generic application in the shared-mode. To simplify collaboration, only one user is allowed to interact with the application while all others view the application. Users can transfer control of the application among each other through a floor-control mechanism. The PowerPoint Slide Synchronization module supports synchronization of PowerPoint instances running on member machines. Other synchronized versions of Microsoft Office applications can also work in parallel with this module. A VNC-derived user-interface sharing module enables group participants to share any generic application. For running collaborative applications, a floor control mechanism is also provided to ensure that only one user is modifying the shared application state at a time.
B. Software Architecture
IV. AUTOMATIC PEER-TO-PEER NETWORK FORMATION
A key feature of WShare is that it forms a secure ad hoc network among a select set of wireless stations in a secure way without any user intervention or modification to the underlying operating system, in this case Microsoft Windows XP/2000. The steps involved in this network formation process are detection/configuration of 802.11 wireless LAN network interface card (NIC) on the local machine, discovery of peers, performance of two-way authentication between each pair of the participating nodes, and finally establishment of high-level network connections among them. This section describes each of these steps in detail. The right box 7 displays the current peers in the WShare group. Boxes 1, 2, 3 and 4 relate to file sharing capability. Box 2 and box 3 display the local drives contents, while box 4 shows the contents of the shared file space. User can highlight a file in box 3 and click on SEND button to put the file into the shared repository. The top bar 1 shows the current files in transit. Box 5 and box 6 correspond to application sharing capability. Box 5 allows a user to start an application in the collaboration mode, while all actions are performed on the actual application window or the application image window (e.g. slide navigation on a PowerPoint instance or drawings on a CAD application window). Box 6 shows the REQUEST/RELEASE mechanism to pass the floor control. Finally, bottom box 8 is the log window.
A. Local Network Configuration
To perform automatic network configuration, WShare queries all the NICs present in the system to access their physical information, until an 802.11 wireless LAN NIC is detected. Upon detection of an 802.11 NIC, WShare configures the NIC into the ad hoc mode, and assigns it a unique IP address. Because of unnecessarily large latency, it is not possible to use the auto-configuration facility in DHCP for this purpose. Therefore a unique IP address of the form 192.168.x.y is determined and assigned to the NIC. The value of x is computed as a unique function of the shared key that is determined on the spot. Because hosts in a WShare group share the same key, the subnet address they choose are guaranteed to be the same. The host address portion of the IP address or the value of y is determined using a hash function of the MAC address of the individual hosts' NIC. Once a per-host IP address is generated, it is added to the card's IP addresses. If the IP address is being used by another host in the same wireless LAN, Windows XP/2000 detects it (in less than 0.5 second), and resets the newly added IP address. If so, the above procedure is repeated using a modified hash function of the MAC address.
B. Peer Discovery
To construct a shared file space, each participating node needs to be aware of the existence of other nodes. When a node joins a WShare group, it sends out a broadcast HELLO message on a standardized UDP socket. Upon receiving such a HELLO message, the IP address of the new host is added to the peer address array, and a unicast Reply HELLO message is sent back to the sender. This way a new host can detect all the peers in current ad hoc network, and vice versa. To leave a WShare group, the host leaving the group sends a broadcast LEAVE message. Each time a broadcast HELLO or LEAVE message is sent, it is sent multiple times to ensure that the message eventually reaches all the participating nodes. To make the workspace tolerant against host failures, each host also periodically (once every 5 seconds) broadcasts a KEEP-ALIVE message. If no KEEP-ALIVE message is received from a host for keep alive timer (20 seconds), the host is assumed to be failed and automatically removed from the group.
C. Security
Wireless packets can be easily intercepted; therefore security is of utmost importance. This is especially true for ad hoc networks, which do not have a central authorization agent. The built-in security mechanism for 802.11, WEP, is not usable because of its serious vulnerabilities [23] . The vulnerabilities in WEP arise primarily due to key reuse and use of stream cipher (RC4). To avoid reliance on any single authentication server, WShare simply asks the group members to come up with a common session key on the spot, and uses that key for group authentication and data encryption.
In WShare, node authentication and packet encryption are both implemented at user-level using the Windows SDK CryptoAPI. Before a new node formally becomes part of a WShare group, it authenticates with all other nodes, and vice versa. This two-way authentication is based on a challengeresponse model, in which a node demonstrates the knowledge of the group key by encrypting a challenge string for the other side. Upon successful authentication, the new node becomes a part of the WShare group. If on the other hand, the new node fails to prove the knowledge of the group key, it is precluded from the group, which then terminates all network connections with it. To ensure the privacy of exchanged files and application contents, all packets are encrypted, again based on the shared key. To protect packet integrity, a checksum is computed and shipped with each message.
V. RELIABLE BROADCAST
Because WShare requires frequent propagation of a file or application content from the originating node to all other nodes, it exploits the broadcasting capability in the wireless link to improve the transfer efficiency. To strengthen the reliability of link-layer broadcast on 802.11 networks, a reliable broadcast layer is implemented on top of it.
A. Abstraction
The reliable broadcast layer provides the abstraction of a broadcast socket whose destination address is implicitly a subnet broadcast address. An application can open a broadcast socket, and bind it to a particular port. Applications on multiple machines that bind to a broadcast socket with the same port number are logically connected together. That is, packets sent to the broadcast socket will be received reliably and in-order by all these applications.
The broadcast layer exports two main functions. To send a reliable broadcast to the whole group, the sender can call int SendRelBCast(int bskid, char *buf, int len, int flag, int type), where bskid is the identifier of the broadcast socket, buf is the data buffer to be sent, len is the size of the buffer, flag contains the standard UDP flags, and type denotes the packet type, which is either DATA or EVENT. To receive data sent over reliable broadcast, a receiver can call int RecvRelBCast(int bskid, IPAddr sender, char * buf, int * len), where sender specifies that only broadcast packets from a particular sender is of interest. Since multiple senders can send packets to the same broadcast socket simultaneously, it is important for an application that binds to a broadcast socket to be able to specify from which sender it is interested in receiving data.
DATA
B. Implementation
Reliable broadcast is implemented on top of UDP. A UDP socket is opened upon creation of a broadcast socket. When a sender application thread invokes the SendRelBCast() API, a header containing a sequence number is prepended, and the packet is sent to a subnet broadcast address. A timeout is also set to handle packet loss during transmission. At anytime, the sender maintains a sliding window of packet broadcasts in progress.
In order to reduce the ACK traffic, a receiver does not acknowledge individual data packets. Instead the receiver waits for certain duration, say 50 msec, and then sends a coalesced ACK packet containing the sequence numbers of all the packets that it received during the 50 msec waiting period. This selective ACK packet enables the sender to determine the packets that any receiver failed to receive, and retransmit them without waiting for full timeout. If instead the timeout occurs, the sender retransmits the packet through either unicast or broadcast depending on the number of hosts that did not acknowledge the packet.
On the receiver side, the packets are de-multiplexed into per-sender receive queues. As some packets might be lost in first broadcast, the final set of packets might arrive outof-order on the receiver side. The reliable broadcast layer on the receiver side re-arranges the packets and delivers them to the receiver application threads in order of sequence numbers. When a receiver thread wishes to read data, it calls RecvRelBCast() which depending on whether there is queued data or not, either copies the data into receiver's buffer, or puts the receiver thread to sleep. The receiver thread is woken up when the next in-order packet is received.
For EVENT packets, latency is more critical. Hence, the interested application is informed of the receipt of every packet through an invocation of the callback function registered with the corresponding broadcast socket. A smaller timeout value is used on the sender to ensure quicker re-transmission of EVENT packets in case of packet loss. To avoid timeout on sender, reception of every EVENT packet is immediately acknowledged by the receiver.
VI. FILE SHARING
One of the key services provided by WShare is a shared virtual file space that enables participating nodes to exchange files. Any time a file is deposited into the shared file space from one node, all other nodes automatically receive a copy of this file. Moreover, all files are encrypted using the shared common key before they get sent over the air. When a new node joins a WShare group, the node is brought up to date with respect to the current contents of the shared file space. Finally, when a file in the shared file space is updated, the updated version of the file is propagated to other nodes to ensure consistency among replicas.
A. Implementation
When a file is to be sent to every node in a WShare group, a SendFile thread is created on the sender node. The thread encrypts and broadcasts the associated FileInfo structure as an EVENT packet. This EVENT packet initiates a RecvFile thread on each of the receivers. Next, the SendFile thread encrypts the file with the session key, and broadcasts it over in chunks. On the receiver side, the RecvFile thread reads the chunks of the broadcast file, decrypts them, and writes them to a file on the local disk.
When a new node joins a WShare group after the group's shared file space has already been established, it is brought up to date with all others by transferring to it all the files currently in the shared file space. Instead of relying on a single node to shoulder the entire "download" task, WShare distributes this load evenly to the members in the group. Upon joining, the new host acquires the list of files in the virtual repository from one of the existing hosts, and then asks for actual files from different members of the group. Because only one node may be able to send at a time, at first glance distributing the "download" task among nodes may not seem that useful. However, a more careful examination suggests that load balancing does make sense for two reasons. First, disk access/packet encryption and network packet transmission operations can proceed in parallel on different nodes. Second, spreading the load prevents any single node from being over-burdened.
Files in the shared file space could be altered. WShare maintains consistency of file replicas among the group members when such updates occur. To prevent simultaneous modifications to a shared file, each node maintains a readlock on the local copy of each of the shared files. To modify the shared file, a user requests WShare to acquire a networklock on that file. WShare sends a broadcast request to ensure that no other user is currently granted a network-lock on that file. If so, the read-lock from the local copy of the shared file is removed, thus allowing any application to modify the local copy. WShare monitors changes occurring to the shared file through a Windows API that sends a notification event upon file modifications. The locally updated file is thus detected and propagated to other nodes. The current WShare prototype re-broadcasts the updated file. A more sophisticated synchronization mechanism that only propagates the changes to the file is being developed. Finally, when user is finished modifying the file, its local copy is read-locked again, and the network-lock is released from the shared file.
B. Secure File Beaming over 802.11 Network
A special case of the multi-party file sharing application is a two-party file beaming application, as popularized by Palm PDAs based on IrDA technology. The application enables one user to beam its local files to another user over an 802.11 ad hoc network (Fig. 3) . In this case, the users involved in file beaming specify both the file name and a randomly chosen key at the beginning, and the file is transferred from the sender to the receiver without user intervention. The process of host detection, peer discovery, connection building, file send and receive remain the same as discussed in previous subsection. The file transfer is however done over a TCP connection.
VII. APPLICATION SHARING
In addition to basic network connectivity and file sharing service, the WShare architecture also supports general application sharing to facilitate face-to-face collaboration. WShare supports two different mechanisms for application sharing. For productivity applications such as Microsoft PowerPoint, Excel and Word, WShare supports an OLE-automation based application state synchronization mechanism. As a demonstration of this set of collaborative application, the current WShare prototype includes a synchronized PowerPoint slide presentation facility, which allows multiple PowerPoint instances running on the member nodes of a WShare group to proceed in synchrony. Based on a floor control mechanism, at any time only one host is given the power to control the progress of the PowerPoint slide show. Any event triggered on the dynamically changing floor-controlling host is captured and relayed to all other connected PowerPoint instances, thus forcing them to take the same actions. For generic applications, say a CAD application, WShare performs VNC-based user-interface sharing. Here, one of the members (initiator) runs the original application, while the rest of the members get a view of the application windows. Based on the same floor control mechanism, a dynamically chosen speaker interacts with the application on his machine, and the view of the application window on each of the group members' machines is constantly updated through a VNC-based mechanism. To enable the initiator to run other non-shared applications, we use single-window VNC that allows sharing of a specific application window. This section discusses in detail both the application sharing mechanisms.
A. Application State Synchronizer
The underlying technology for the implementation of the PowerPoint slide synchronizer is OLE automation [16] . An application written in Microsoft Windows environment can act as an OLE automation server. A corresponding OLE automation client can connect to the server and perform two types of functions: receive all events occurring on the OLE automation server, and send events to control the application acting as OLE automation server (Fig. 4) . In this case, WShare connects to the PowerPoint application, and requests notifications for all the relevant events on the PowerPoint application. Every slide is composed of multiple animation builds, and PowerPoint provides OLE automation clients the flexibility of capturing all slide change as well individual build change events. All navigation events captured on the controlling PowerPoint instance are broadcasted reliably to all the peers as EVENT packets. Upon receiving such packets, WShare refreshes the state of its local PowerPoint instance by setting the current slide and animation build accordingly. With this ability to "sense" and "actuate", a network of OLE automation clients collectively implement a synchronized PowerPoint presentation tool. As apparent from the description, this OLE event-replay mechanism can be used to synchronize the states of multiple instances of any OLE automation-based application, including Microsoft's Word, Excel, and many other third-party applications.
B. Application User-Interface Sharing
For applications that are not based on the OLE event/control interface, the event-replay mechanism is not The VNC server establishes a broadcast connection with a VNC client on each of the group member machines. The keyboard/mouse input events are captured on the speaker machine, and relayed to the actual application. The VNC server sends image of latest application window to all the group members who display it on their local machine. Note that only specific application windows on the initiator machine are shared; the user of the initiator machine can still do his private work on the other windows that are not visible to the group.
applicable. To address this limitation, WShare includes another application sharing mechanism that integrates Virtual Network Computing (VNC) [14] and the reliable wireless broadcast mechanism. Fig. 5 depicts the user-interface sharing mechanism. When a user (initiator) starts an application in the "shared-mode", along with the application a VNC-server is also started on the user machine. All other participants are sent an EVENT message that initiates a VNC-client on each of their machines. The VNC-server captures the image of the application window, compresses it, and broadcasts the compressed data using reliable broadcast mechanism to all the VNC-clients in the group. The VNC client on the member machines displays a window containing view of the application. Thus every member of the group can view/interact with the same application. When the floor-control is passed to another speaker, all the keyboard/mouse actions performed by speaker on the application image window are sent back to the VNC-server that relays the actions to the real application window. Such updates trigger the VNC-server on initiator machine to recapture the application window image, perform a differential encoding on it, and re-broadcast the encoded data to the rest of the group. The new set of broadcast packets is used to display the updated application view on each of the member machines. This whole cycle is re-iterated until the shared application is closed down by the users.
Unlike the previous approach, this mechanism can be used to share any generic application. A drawback of this mechanism is that the user running the real application becomes critical to the group. If this user leaves the group, then the application needs to be migrated/restarted on another user machine.
C. Floor Control
While every participating user can potentially control a shared application at any point in time, for effective coordination only one host is designated as the floor-controlling node at a time. Users can pass the floor control among one another. The floor control mechanism is implemented using a token passing mechanism, where the token-holder is the current speaker. Any actions taken by the speaker on his application window are captured and propagated to the rest of the group.
Initially, the speaker is the member who clicks the "START" button. The speaker then sends out a declaration to the members of the group that he is the speaker. Upon receiving the token declaration, the rest of the group members become listeners. When a member wants to take control of the floor, he sends a request for the speaker token. The speaker takes note of the members who have requested the token. When the speaker eventually relinquishes the floor control, he selects the next speaker from the list of members who requested the token. The token is then transferred to the newly selected speaker who then takes control of the application.
VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The testbed used in the performance study of the WShare prototype composed of one Dell Inspirion 2600 laptop, one IBM Thinkpad 600X laptop, and three Dell Dimension 4500 Desktops (with Orinoco PCI-PCMCIA convertors). All machines were running Windows XP, and had Visual C++ version 6.0 on them. Three different 802.11b cards were used -Orinoco Gold PC card, Orinoco Gold 802.11a/b/g combo card, and Cisco Aironet 350 card. All experiments were repeated with different combinations of hardware to rule out impacts of any specific hardware.
A. Workspace Set-up Time
Workspace set-up refers to the initial process of wireless LAN card detection, IP address assignment, peer discovery, mutual authentication, and connection establishment. The time taken for this whole process reflects how quickly an instant infrastructure can be built up from scratch. We measured the duration from the time the hosts entered the session key, to the time the system was ready for file/application sharing use. For 2 hosts, workspace set-up took about 1.5 sec. The workspace set-up time increased linearly with the group size; the whole set-up process finished in about 3.5 sec for a group of 5 hosts.
We also performed another experiment to find the detailed breakdown of the workspace set-up time required when a new node joins an existing WShare group that has one to four members. The result shows that wireless LAN card detection took a fixed 10 msec, while IP address assignment took about 500 msec of waiting period to ensure IP address uniqueness. The peer detection time rose from 60 msec to 70 msec. Authentication and connection building took between 205-740 msec. Although the workspace set-up time is expected to increase with the number of hosts in a group because of increased network traffic and more time to ascertain IP address uniqueness, the process could take place in parallel between different host pairs, thus reducing the time required to form an ad hoc network. However, comparison between workspace set-up times for 2-node and 5-node cases does not substantiate this theory. A more careful investigation reveals that the discrepancy is due to an implementation bug in Windows' asynchronous sockets API in which the notifications for FD ACCEPT and FD CONNECT events occur after a considerable delay from the time the packet arrives on the system. This is the same reason for high variance in authentication and connection building time observed during the experiment. This issue should be remedied with use of a more stable implementation of asynchronous sockets.
B. File Transfer Time
Experiments were conducted to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed reliable broadcast protocol and its implementation, and to compare it against a previous unicast TCP based implementation of WShare File repository. Fig. 6 shows the time taken to transfer a 5-MByte file with an increasing number of receivers under these two different implementations. The reliable broadcast version scales well with the number of receivers, and performs better than the unicast version even when there is only a single receiver (group size 2). This is because of two reasons. Firstly, the use of link-layer broadcast mechanism eliminates the 802.11 ACK overhead associated with each link-layer unicast transmission. In addition, unlike TCP the broadcast version does not reduce its congestion window in presence of packet losses [17] . As the file transfer operation is bandwidthlimited, each additional receiver increases the overall transfer time by a fixed amount in the unicast-based implementation. The slight increase in the broadcast-based implementation with increasing number of receivers is due to the increased ACK traffic.
The relative impact of ACK coalescing and sender-side sliding window protocol was also measured in another set of experiments. Surprisingly, ACK coalescing has a high impact on reliable broadcast's performance even for a small number of receivers. While ACK packets are small, like other packets they also incur the high fixed preamble transmission overhead In infrastructure mode, due to store-and-forward of packets at access point, the effective available bandwidth is only half as compared to ad hoc mode; also the individual packets experience double end-to-end latency in infrastructure mode of operation.
that is always sent at 1 Mbps for all 802.11b packets. In addition, they end up contending for media access with the DATA packets themselves.
The breakdown of total file transfer time revealed that the encryption took only about 10% of the time, indicating that it has a negligible impact on end-to-end file transfer delay.
Use of ad hoc mode also improves the effective network bandwidth utilization substantially. In infrastructure mode, each packet is first transmitted from sender to access point, and then from access point to receiver. This store-andforward mechanism halves the effective bandwidth available and doubles the transmission latency of packets. To measure this effect, we transferred files between two hosts by first connecting them in the infrastructure mode, and later on connecting them in the ad hoc mode. Fig. 7 shows that it took almost half the time to transfer files in ad hoc mode as compared to infrastructure mode.
C. Application/View Synchronization Latency 1) OLE-Automation Based Application Sharing:
The endto-end latency involved in application sharing corresponds to the delay observed by the users. The measurement was done by measuring the time interval from speaker's mouse-click to the change in slide of all the listeners. The clocks of all the nodes were synchronized prior to the experiment. The delay for synchronizing the listeners' PowerPoint instances with speaker's instance is less than 100 msec for slides without animation. The dominant factor in this synchronization is the delay involved in receiving event notification from the speaker's PowerPoint instance. An event is relayed to an OLE Automation client (Slide Synchronizer in WShare) only after the animation build is fully displayed on the PowerPoint window. The actual packet broadcast time and event relaying to listeners' PowerPoint window introduce non-perceptible delay (about 1 msec). 2) VNC-based Application Sharing: Table I lists the maximum delay observed by any group member for similar PowerPoint presentation but through the user-interface sharing mechanism of WShare, and compares it against the latency of the original unicast-based VNC implementation. Here again, we measured the time interval from the speaker's mouse/keyboard action to the corresponding update on listeners' window. The original VNC implementation requires unicast to each listener over a TCP connection. This approach incurs at least transmissions of each packet, where is the number of receivers, all of which contend for the same channel at the sender. Thus the latency increases with increasing number of receivers for the original VNC implementation. The latency in the broadcast-based implementation increases only slightly with the increasing number of listeners. The latency is the highest for the listener facing maximum packet losses over the channel. The probability that at least one receiver losses a broadcast packet, increases with the group size as exhibited by the slight latency increase with increasing group size. Table II shows the maximum latencies seen by users for various activities that WShare is designed for. The group size for all these experiments is chosen to be 5. Using WShare for code review activity in Visual C++ incurs less latency because the change in the overall window is only in the portion displaying the code text. PowerPoint and Acrobat Reader incur more latency because of the graphic content of the documents. As the "Page-Change" operation involves maximum change in window content, these latencies are the maximum latencies seen by users; the typical latency for most operations (typing, drawing, etc.) is much lesser.
IX. CONCLUSION
Although the popularity of IEEE 802.11-based wireless LANs is on the rage, they mostly operate in the infrastructure mode and are used as last-mile access networks for mobile stations to run standard network applications such as email or web browsing. In view of the growing number of laptops that come equipped with a built-in 802.11 network interface, this paper advocates a new class of collaborative applications that can benefit from wireless ad hoc network technology, and describes a system called WShare that can build up an instant infrastructure for face-to-face collaboration quickly and automatically. Although many of the individual mechanisms in WShare are well known, the way they are put together in WShare to form a unique end-to-end collaborative application is novel. The powerful features that WShare supports include ¡ An automatic mechanism to discover a set of participating wireless stations and set up an ad hoc network among them in a secure way,
¡
An easy-to-use shared file space for data exchange that maintains strong file consistency, ¡ A general remote execution framework for application sharing, with a specific instantiation that can synchronize PowerPoint slides across multiple machines, and ¡ A window-sharing mechanism for generic applications that integrates VNC with wireless LAN-based reliable broadcast. The key advantage of WShare is the ease and transparency at which it can set up a comprehensive collaboration infrastructure for a face-to-face meeting session without any infrastructural support. Although WShare is designed to work in the ad hoc mode, it also works perfectly well in the infrastructure mode. This is useful for collaborative websurfing applications where connectivity to the Internet is indeed required. The current WShare prototype works over laptops/tablet PCs, but it can be easily ported to other platforms. In fact, it has been successfully ported to Symbol Technologies's SPT 1800 Series handheld computer. The WShare architecture in essence provides a middleware layer for ad hoc networks that supports secure transport, reliable multicast, replicated directory, cooperative file sharing, and application sharing. One could further add a peer-to-peer file searching/sharing system on top of WShare, and the research challenge there is how to unify the routing and file searching functionalities into a single implementation framework.
